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Leaf into Fall and Play!
Take your cue from the trees—the leaves are 
beginning their dance from sky to earth. They 
twirl, leap and fly. So can you!

This is the time of year where I feel seriously 
playful. I allow my grown-up self to step aside 
while my little-girl self celebrates. Sometimes 
that means simply lying in a leaf pile for hours 
enjoying the scent of soil and sun, while I watch 
the clouds drift across the sky.

Other times I kayak down the St. Croix River, 
hike my favorite trails, bike or play touch football. 
Others may prefer picking apples, picnicking or 
enjoying a bonfire under a starry sky.

Play is whatever brings you joy. There is no 
rulebook. Just step out your door, breath in the 
fall air, and let your feet lead the way. And if 
your feet aren’t sure, just follow your heart!

Let’s Connect! 952-848-2462HEATHER M DAWE  HeatherDawe.com

CONGRATULATIONS & WELCOME TO THE COMMUNITY!   
Ben and Anna Schlaht  •  Nicole and Hanna Weber  •  Kevin and Kate Jones  •  
Khary Campbell and Tola Oyewole  •  Jonathan and Sarah Tishler  •  
Dustin and Jessica Johnson  •  Barbara Janzen  •  Leila and Martin 
De la Fuente  •  Dave and Amy Ringwald  •  Krysta and Xavier Smith  •  
Josh Brod  •  Martin and Lisa Kuo  •  Jeff and Kathy Beegle 

REFERRALS.  Dee Morrison  •  Jill and Paul Kieser  •  Justin Woo  •  
Catherin and Gideon Yong  •  Tola Oyewole and Khary Campbell  
•  Kevin and Kate Jones  •  Eric Spiegelberg  •  Rachel Lasky  •  
Sue and Jeremy Classen  •  Steve and Barb Olson 
 
WELCOME PETS!
David and Karen Balmer; Ranger  •  Maureen Lunzer; Bodhi and Jivin 



LIFE.
COZYING UP—FROM SOUP TO NUTS. 
 
When the weather turns soupy, get a little nutty! 
Start with this simple, elegant and healthy 
squash soup recipe:

1 large butternut squash
1 T olive oil
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. maple syrup
1/8 tsp. nutmeg
4 cloves garlic
½ c onion or shallot
1 container vegetable broth (32 oz.)
Salt & pepper to taste

Slice squash in half, de-seed, drizzle with olive 
oil and bake at 425, facedown for about 45 
minutes. Scoop cooked squash into bowl. In 
large soup pot combine all ingredients and 
combine until smooth with immersion blender. 
 
Garnish soup with roasted pumpkin seeds 
and enjoy!

SEASONAL FAVORITES YOU’LL 
FALL FOR!
 
• Go pumpkin picking
• Play in a corn maze
•  Walk in the woods
•  Enjoy caramel apples
•  Light your fire with creative candle groupings  

THE ZEN OF APPLES
A  M E  D  I  T  A  T  I  O  N

If you really want to savor the season, try this scent-ual 
meditation. First choose a perfectly ripe and fragrant apple 
(preferably locally grown). Now sit comfortably.  Notice the 
color, how light reflects off the skin, feel its shape. 

Feel into who picked it and where it was grown. Close your 
eyes and feel the weight of the slice in your hand. Just notice. 
Breathe in the fruit’s perfume; Let it fill every cell of your 
body. Allow yourself to fill the essence of the apple. Now take 
a tiny bite. Feel the juice on your tongue, chew slowly, 
swallow slowly and activate all your taste buds. Taste the 
beauty. Feel the aliveness.

GET SQUIRRELY! AND PREP FOR SPRING.
 
Squirrels are experts at preparing for winter. Here’s how you can 
follow their lead.

- Start creative home improvement projects (contractors are slower 
& rates more reasonable)

- Spruce up your home with paint
- Re-seal, caulk and re-grout
- Test for water leaks
- Seal stone countertops
- Clean dryer ducts
- Get your furnace tuned up
- Changing smoke detectors( (If you’ve been in home more than 10 

years it’s time)
- Call the chimney sweep
- Service your gas fireplace
- Blow out sprinkler system

Year in Review—2018 
Real Estate By the Numbers
 
It’s still a strong sellers market! Considering 
that a market in balance offers six months 
of inventory, these numbers speak 
for themselves.

Time on market before sold:

• Single family -2.6 months
• Townhome - 1.6 months
• Condo - 2 months

More fun 2018 facts:

• Strongest sales price; $350,00- 500,000 (increased 11.4%)
• New construction increased 11%
• Fastest moving price range is between $190,000-250,000 
• Median price of $257,000 is up 7.1%

ALL HAIL HALLOWEEN!
Ace this costume contest and win dinner 
with a personal chef.

Ready for some fun?! It’s time to wear your 
creativity on your sleeve! 

So whether your costume is spooky, spectacular 
or simply snazzy, email your photo entries by 
November 16, 2018 and you could win a 
catered dinner for up to six people! Plus, your 
photo in costume will appear online at 
www.heatherdawe.com and you’ll be 
celebrated in our January newsletter!

Rules of entry:

- Ages from 1 day to 111 years
- Have fun
- Email your photo entry to 

heather@heatherdawe.com by 11/16/18

2019 Forecast
Hot trends; cool style.
•  Smaller square footage with thoughtful 

space and amazing views
•  Kitchens with commercial appliances and 

large focal point center islands
•  Unique character with a one of a kind feel
•  Easy access to conveniences outside of the 

home; i.e. shopping
•  Rooms for special interest; hobbies- music, 

art, meditation and yoga

•  Proximity to activities parks, events 

MORE.

Orange You Glad the Seasons Change?
 
When fall leaves turn the color of summer sunsets, nature 
invites us to take a breath and rest. The trees are about to 
sleep and so can we.
 
Our culture puts much emphasis on doing, but sometimes 
simply being is more productive than crossing tasks off our 
list. Not sure where to begin? 

•  Find a sunny spot in or outdoors and take a nap
•  Sit at the base of a tree and follow your breath moving 

in and out
•  Sip cider from your porch and watch the squirrels 

gather nuts 
•  Pet your dog or cat
•  Start a dream journal (is a move or new home purchase 

in your future?)
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catered dinner for up to six people! Plus, your 
photo in costume will appear online at 
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- Have fun
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Orange You Glad the Seasons Change?
 
When fall leaves turn the color of summer sunsets, nature 
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sleep and so can we.
 
Our culture puts much emphasis on doing, but sometimes 
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LOVE.

living the DAWEsome life!
TANTALIZING TRENDS, TRANSFORMATIONAL TIPS & THE JOURNEY TOGETHER
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Leaf into Fall and Play!
Take your cue from the trees—the leaves are 
beginning their dance from sky to earth. They 
twirl, leap and fly. So can you!

This is the time of year where I feel seriously 
playful. I allow my grown-up self to step aside 
while my little-girl self celebrates. Sometimes 
that means simply lying in a leaf pile for hours 
enjoying the scent of soil and sun, while I watch 
the clouds drift across the sky.

Other times I kayak down the St. Croix River, 
hike my favorite trails, bike or play touch football. 
Others may prefer picking apples, picnicking or 
enjoying a bonfire under a starry sky.

Play is whatever brings you joy. There is no 
rulebook. Just step out your door, breath in the 
fall air, and let your feet lead the way. And if 
your feet aren’t sure, just follow your heart!

Let’s Connect! 952-848-2462 HEATHER M DAWE  HeatherDawe.com

CONGRATULATIONS & WELCOME TO THE COMMUNITY!   
Ben and Anna Schlaht  •  Nicole and Hanna Weber  •  Kevin and Kate Jones  •  
Khary Campbell and Tola Oyewole  •  Jonathan and Sarah Tishler  •  
Dustin and Jessica Johnson  •  Barbara Janzen  •  Leila and Martin 
De la Fuente  •  Dave and Amy Ringwald  •  Krysta and Xavier Smith  •  
Josh Brod  •  Martin and Lisa Kuo  •  Jeff and Kathy Beegle 

REFERRALS.  Dee Morrison  •  Jill and Paul Kieser  •  Justin Woo  •  
Catherin and Gideon Yong  •  Tola Oyewole and Khary Campbell  
•  Kevin and Kate Jones  •  Eric Spiegelberg  •  Rachel Lasky  •  
Sue and Jeremy Classen  •  Steve and Barb Olson 
 
WELCOME PETS!
David and Karen Balmer; Ranger  •  Maureen Lunzer; Bodhi and Jivin 


